Previous systematic literature reviews on pair programming (PP) lack in their coverage of industrial PP data as well as certain factors of PP such as infrastructure. Therefore, we conducted a systematic mapping study on empirical, industrial PP research. Based on 154 research papers, we built a new PP framework containing 18 factors. We analyzed the previous research on each factor through several research properties. The most thoroughly studied factors in industry are communication, knowledge of work, productivity and quality. Many other factors largely lack comparative data, let alone data from reliable data collection methods such as measurement. Based on these gaps in research further studies would be most valuable for development process, targets of PP, developers' characteristics, and feelings of work. We propose how they could be studied better. If the gaps had been commonly known, they could have been covered rather easily in the previous empirical studies. Our results help focus further studies on the most relevant gaps in research and design them based on the previous studies. The results help also identify the factors for which systematic reviews that synthesize the findings of the primary studies would already be feasible.
Introduction
Pair programming (PP) is a decades-old practice [22] , but it got its explicit name and became better known when it was described as part of extreme programming (XP) [3] . A book focusing on PP [22] contained more guidelines for practicing PP and defined it as a practice where two programmers design, code and test software together at one computer actively communicating with each other. Based on many surveys (see sec. 4.4.5) , PP is a practice that is currently used in the industry.
More than three hundred papers about PP can be found in scientific databases. Therefore, structuring and synthesizing the existing research has become important for focusing new primary studies adequately to increase the understanding of PP as efficiently as possible.
A few literature reviews on PP have already been published. Gallis et al. [9] proposed a framework for PP studies based on an unsystematic literature review of previous research on PP and related topics. Ally et al. [1] proposed small extensions and modifications to that framework based on another unsystematic literature review and their own studies. These frameworks provide a good checklist of relevant dependent and context variables related to studying PP, even though the majority of the PP studies have been published after these frameworks were developed.
Two systematic reviews on PP have been conducted. Salleh et al. [20] conducted a systematic literature review (SLR) of empirical studies on using PP as a pedagogical tool in higher CS/SE education. They analyzed 73 papers and focused on analyzing the effectiveness of PP, and how pair compatibility affects it. Hannay et al. [10] conducted a meta-analysis of 18 PP experiments of which 5 used professionals as subjects. They analyzed the differences between PP and solo programming (SP) regarding effort, duration and quality of code.
Due to their focus on CS/SE education [20] or on experiments [10] both of the previous systematic reviews have excluded almost completely those over 150 papers reporting data on PP from the industry. Due to their narrower focus on only a few factors of PP, which is sensible for making a good synthesis of the included papers, they have not covered at all data related to many other factors such as adopting PP, partners' communication, infrastructure, and effects to developers' knowledge. However, Hannay et al. [10] conclude that the effects of PP depend on the context, and emphasize the importance of increasing understanding of the moderating factors. They explicitly mention task complexity and developers' expertise as factors that have already been found to affect the effects of PP.
Thus, the previous reviews have not attempted to cover all research on PP. Considering the studies on PP in the industry, only five experiments and a few other papers of more than 150 papers were reviewed. In addition, the information on many potentially relevant factors of PP have not yet been covered at all in either industry or education context. Therefore we conducted a systematic mapping study [16, 17] that considerably decreases the lack of coverage. We aimed to: 1) identify and describe all factors of PP that have been empirically studied in the industry and 2) to characterize the existing research separately for each factor of PP, and 3) to identify potential gaps in PP research.
We extract data from each included paper for each factor separately. The extracted data includes numerous objective research properties such as research approach and data type. Based on that data, we evaluate also the overall relevance of research for each factor in each paper.
We analyze quantitatively the amount of data in the various categories of each research property. Our qualitative analysis identifies the studied factors of PP, and organizes them into a new PP framework containing many detailed examples of the studied aspects of each factor. We also describe for each factor the most relevant studies and gaps in their research. The identification of these gaps in research allows targeting new primary studies appropriately. Based on the gaps in research and the relative importance of the factors, we choose four factors for which further studies would be most valuable. We propose how they could be studied better in the future.
As we have identified papers having the best available knowledge of each factor, it is easier to build the new studies on the existing knowledge and try to avoid the limitations of the previous studies. In addition, our results serve as a comprehensive and classified reference list of PP studies in the industry for anyone who is interested in some particular factor of PP. Synthesizing the results of the identified primary studies for each factor is out of scope for a mapping study, but our results serve as a very good basis for making such SLRs on any specific factor of PP studied in the industry.
Theoretical Background
Here we present the necessary background information to understand our study. It includes the systematic mapping study method, our organization of the various aspects of PP into a PP framework, and the viewpoints used for characterizing the PP research.
Systematic mapping studies
Systematic mapping studies [17] , a.k.a. scoping studies [18] , give an overview of a research area. According to Petersen et al. [17] , they identify the quantity and type of research, and results available within the research area. Often they also show yearly publication trends and identify used publication forum [17] . Petticrew and Roberts [18] give a rather similar goal of determining the sort of studies, assessed outcomes and populations, as well as publication forums and databases indexing the studies. The results of a mapping study can be used; e.g., to identify suitable research areas for conducting SLRs or areas where further primary studies are more appropriate [16] , and to identify relevant related research when conducting further primary studies [13] .
Systematic mapping studies are similar to SLRs in the sense that both aim at providing a trustworthy, rigorous and auditable methodology to identify and analyze all available research relevant to a particular research topic [16] . However, there are some major differences in the scope and goals. Systematic mapping studies generally have a larger number of research questions, which are also broader [16] . They also cover more studies and present results as summaries of classifications of the included studies instead of synthesizing their results [16] .
Systematic mappings studies and SLRs can also be thought of as two points on a continuum [17] . A systematic mapping study may also go deeper into the papers, e.g., due to poor abstracts, and become more like a SLR [17] . Our systematic mapping study is rather deep, but it is not a SLR, because we do not interpret or synthesize the results presented in the included papers. A tertiary study of systematic reviews in software engineering (SE) [7] actually found that half of the studies that referred to themselves as systematic reviews did not include synthesis and were, rather, mapping studies.
The guidelines for performing SLRs in SE by Kitchenham and Charters [16] discuss also mapping studies, but for mapping studies, their guidelines are applicable for the steps of searching and selecting studies. They give very little advice on how to undertake data extraction and analysis for a mapping study. However, deciding how to classify and categorize the included studies may be one of the major problems in a mapping study [5] .
Only a high-quality systematic mapping study can support follow-on research [13] . It means that all the references must be cited, classification information for each study must be reported, and the study must be based on a stringent search process and a well-defined and reliable classification system [13] .
PP framework
When preparing the review protocol we created a tentative PP framework based on 1) the existing PP frameworks [1, 9] , 2) our long history in studying PP, and 3) reading more than a hundred papers on PP. We took the existing frameworks as the basis and modified them based on the papers we read and on our own ideas of a logical structure.
The purpose of our PP framework is to structure all the aspects of PP identified in this study in a way that facilitates understanding and communicating the relevant concepts of PP. Similar aspects are grouped under factors of PP. The factors include: 1) aspects that may be effects of PP, 2) aspects that may affect the realization of the effects of PP, and 3) any other relevant aspects of PP. Factors having a common theme are further grouped.
The factors in the framework have an additional purpose as they are used as target categories when all PP-related information in the primary studies is extracted. Therefore, we aimed at defining non-overlapping factors so that each piece of PP-related information from a paper could usually be associated to one factor, or two factors, if the information discusses their relationship. We aimed at defining detailed enough factors, because the results of the study are reported per factor. However, too-detailed factors were avoided in order to keep the factors non-overlapping and the data extraction granularity and effort reasonable.
During the systematic data extraction no totally new factors were added, but a few factors were merged or split in order to have a more logical structure for the framework. The final PP framework is presented in sec. 4.1, where concrete examples from the reviewed papers describe the aspects of PP belonging under each factor. An overview of the framework is given in Table 1 . [7, 15] . They have classified primary studies according to numerous research properties, many of which can be used to classify studies also on any other SE topic such as PP. These generic research properties have included, e.g., research approach [e.g. 6, 12, 20] , data collection method [e.g. 5] , context such as academic vs. industry [e.g. 6, 12] or software application type [e.g. 6] , publication forum [e.g. 5, 12, 14, 20] , yearly distribution (e.g. 4, 12), authors [e.g., 15] , and country [e.g. 4]. Table 2 includes only properties analyzed in this paper. Other extracted properties are: detailed forum, citation information, context (software was to be released vs. exercises, project vs. isolated tasks, team vs. isolated pair(s), subjects' PP experience), number of subjects, duration of the study, and extent of text of a factor. The paper level research properties, such as research approach, are always identical for all factors discussed in a certain paper. Our study goes deeper than the level of a paper by classifying separately data on each factor (Table 1 ) studied in each paper. Thereby it also makes sense to analyze factor level research properties such as data collection method, which may vary among the factors discussed in a certain paper.
Term factor instance denotes the data extracted about a single factor from a certain paper. For each factor discussed in a paper, a separate factor instance is created. A factor instance contains a value for each research property. For example, a paper may provide two factor instances, one about productivity and another about quality. The content of the factor instances regarding the factor level properties may differ as there may be, e.g., measured, quantitative and comparative data about productivity factor, but only interview based qualitative and descriptive data about quality factor.
We characterize the research using the research properties listed in Table 2 . We included most of the research properties used in the previous mapping studies and SLRs in the SE domain listed above, but also some additional ones that we considered important such as discussion type on the factor level. Most of the research properties have predefined categories (see Table 2 ) for the data extraction.
Relevance of a factor instance
In addition to characterizing the factor instances through the several objective research properties, we combine the research properties into a single overall relevance value for each factor instance. The relevance is considered especially from the viewpoint of how relevant the paper is to read by the PP researchers and practitioners interested in the scientific papers of a particular factor. Despite of potential limitations due to compressing many dimensions into one, the combined value gives at least some clear way to identify the most relevant papers about a specific factor and to compare the relevance of the research among the different factors.
Defining a fixed formula for calculating the relevance value based on the research properties would give perfect transparency and repeatability for evaluating relevance. However, it is very difficult to develop a formula that would contain justified weights for all the research properties and their categories, and that would also consider the possible mutual relationships between the categories. By considering the mutual relationships we mean, e.g., the danger of misjudgment if a rule states, e.g. that quantitative data is more valuable than qualitative data in all studies.
No generally accepted definition for such a multidimensional concept as overall relevance of research in the context of SE research exists. Neither an objective formula nor the use of subjective heuristics is a perfect way for the evaluation of the overall relevance of research. For example, experiments generally provide data with higher relevance than case studies. However, an experiment with many poorly controlled factors focused on some small detail does not necessarily produce clearly more relevant data on a factor than a more diverse case study.
We chose to use subjective evaluation by an experienced PP researcher (the primary author of this paper) because we believed it would lead to a smaller number of misjudgments than a formula defined by ourselves. Even if defining a formula, there would still be subjectivity in the form of giving the weights for the research properties and their categories.
The relevance of research is evaluated on a 5-point scale (Table 3 ). The categories of each research property in Table 2 are listed in the order of decreasing effect for relevance, even though the order should not be taken too literally. The following heuristics indicate higher relevance: 1) rigorous data collection method, 2) comparative data, 3) larger number of subjects 4) higher industrial realism of the PP usage context, 5) longer duration of the study, 6) larger amount of text about the factor, and 7) publishing in a recognized forum. Additionally, the number of aspects covered about a factor, and the general impression of the paper are also slightly considered. (1)
Identifying the most relevant gaps in research of factors
The benefits of further studies vary between factors, because the gaps in their research and the importance of the factors vary. We use these two attributes to identify factors for which further studies would be most relevant.
We use three viewpoints for analyzing the degree of gaps in the research of a factor: 1. The state of research index. 2. The gaps related to the main research properties. For example, lack of measured, comparative, or quantitative data often indicate gaps in research. 3. The gaps in research coverage on some aspects of a factor. We use three viewpoints for analyzing the importance of a factor:
1. The extent of the topic that the factor covers. The extent can be characterized, e.g., through the number and extent of the different aspects of PP belonging under a factor. For example, development process is a broader factor than breaks during a PP session. 2. The context factors of PP have a varying impact on other factors of PP.
Unfortunately, if there are still large gaps in the research, the impact can only be speculated based on tentative studies or theoretical reasoning. 3. The different outcomes of PP vary in their importance for software development in general.
Research Method
We used the systematic mapping study method. Our protocol follows the guidelines for performing SLRs by Kitchenham and Charters [16] , but for the data extraction and analysis we needed to adapt the guidelines. The protocol was developed through many piloting rounds. Below each section describes one of the six steps of the final protocol.
Research goals and questions
The research goal was to characterize the empirical PP research done in the industry. The research questions (RQ) and their rationales are listed in Table 4 . The terminology used in the research questions was presented in section 2. 
Paper sources and search string
We searched papers from five publisher-specific and two generic databases listed in Table 5 . The chosen publisher-specific databases cover most of the relevant forums we are aware of, but the two general databases contain a few additional, relevant journals and proceedings. In addition, we checked the reference lists of the included papers. We did not search for books, PhD dissertations or other theses. We searched only papers written in English. Publication years were not limited in the searches.
Generating the search string was easy, because pair programming became an established term before interest in PP research started to grow. This term became popular after its appearance in the XP literature in 1999 [3] . Because we wanted to have as complete coverage of scientific PP papers as possible, we did not add more specific limiting keywords such as trying to avoid PP papers from student context. Checking each paper manually against the paper selection criteria is more reliable for removing papers that discussed PP but did not belong within the defined scope of this study.
The search string was validated by checking that 150 PP papers collected by the first author over the years were found with the search string, if the paper existed in the used databases. These 150 PP papers used for validation were not previously classified in more detail, and thus validated the search string from the viewpoint of finding all papers discussing PP, not just those from the industry context. Based on the validation we added three synonymic keywords: "paired programming," "pair-programming" and "pairprogramming." Our final search string was the union of all the synonyms modified as required for each search engine (Table 5 ). Because lots of information on PP is included as a side topic in agile software development papers, many relevant papers do not include our search string in their metadata. Fortunately, the publisher-specific databases allow one to apply the search string on the full text of the papers. For the generic databases, the search string was applied to relevant metadata fields (Table 5) .
When comparing the results of the database searches to our previously collected set of PP papers, we found that certain relevant conferences were not indexed in the databases (PPIG 1999 , XP 2000 , XP Universe 2001 or the search engine failed to access their full texts (XP 2003 and XP/Agile Universe 2002 . For them we searched the search string automatically from the full texts if we had electronic proceedings available, and otherwise manually browsing the printed proceedings.
Together, the database searches found 123 of the 154 included papers, and the remaining 31 papers resulted from the manual searches. The number of hits and included papers for each database are listed in Table 5 . The searches to ACM Digital Library, IEEE Xplore, and SpringerLink found together 115 of the 123 papers. Each of these databases contained a very distinct set of papers, because only two of the 115 papers were found in more than one of them. Thus, the exclusion of any of these three databases would have left many papers out of the review. The search to SCOPUS found 51 of the 123 papers, including all the remaining eight papers that were not found in the searches to the databases of ACM, IEEE and Springer. Therefore, searching only these four databases of the seven chosen ones would have been enough.
Even though SCOPUS indexes a large proportion of the papers existing in the databases of ACM, IEEE and Springer, only 41% of the papers included from these three databases were found in our search to SCOPUS because SCOPUS contains only paper metadata. Thereby, we estimate that the database searches would have missed at least half of the now included papers, if we had not applied the searches to the full texts of the papers when possible.
Selection of papers
The criteria used when selecting the papers are described as exclusion criteria in Table 6 in the order they were applied to each hit. A paper found in the searches was included if none of the exclusion criteria applied to it. Table 6 . Paper exclusion criteria.
ID Exclusion criteria L
The paper is not written in English.
F
The paper is not published in a scientific journal, conference or workshop:  all journals and proceedings indexed in the selected databases were considered scientific  PhD dissertations and other theses were excluded  books other than proceedings were excluded T The paper is not a research article:  e.g., editorial, letter to the editor, book review M The paper could not be acquired in its entirety.
C
The PP content is non-existent or very poor:  does not include authors' own data or ideas on PP, e.g., only a summary from literature, or  is very general and worth the relevance of 0 (table 2), e.g., "PP was used in the project" D The PP content is relevant only for distributed PP. P The PP content is not about the use of PP by professional developers.
E
The PP content is not empirical.
Firstly, we had three criteria related to the language, forum and type of a paper. Secondly, the paper had to contain empirical data on some factor(s) in the context of professional developers working as co-located pair(s) together with the same task consisting of some of the following activities: software analysis, design, programming, or programming based testing. These four content-related criteria can be explicated in more detail as follows:
1. Empirical data refers to data collected or observed by the authors including also expert opinion. 2. Professionals refer to developers who have work experience and participate in the study in the role of a professional either in a real or an artificial software development context. Studies where professionals act in a student role on a university course are excluded.
3. Co-location excludes papers that discuss PP only from the viewpoint of partner distribution such as IT tool support for distributed PP. 4. Activities scoped the study so that:
 testing activities that involve programming were included  test execution or static methods, such as formal code reviews, were excluded  end-user programming; e.g., spreadsheet development was excluded The paper selection process steps are listed in Table 7 . The first author performed the database searches on January 7, 2010, resulting in 2307 hits, of which 1749 were unique. Exclusion criteria L, F, and T were applied on the paper metadata resulting in 1478 papers. The remaining exclusion criteria were applied after browsing the full papers, and left us with 130 papers. The manual searches to the relevant proceedings missing from the databases added 33 papers and checking the reference lists of all the included papers added four papers. Later, we removed 13 papers due to being duplicates, i.e. some better paper of the same study was included. The final number of papers was 154.
The first author conducted the paper selection as a whole. In addition, the second author applied the exclusion criteria for a random subset of 88 hits; i.e., 5% of the unique hits. For only 3.4% (3/88) of the hits, the exclusion decision differed between the authors. The 95% confidence interval for a different decision is from 0 to 7.1%. However, a discussion between the authors resulted in classifying the three papers as so poor that none of them were worth including, meaning that based on the validation sample we can estimate that practically no papers were erroneously excluded during the paper selection. Table 7 . Paper selection process steps.
Step Papers included or excluded Papers remaining 
Study quality assessment
In SLRs it is critical to assess the quality of the primary studies. The assessment results are used to exclude poor studies or to refine the analysis of the primary studies [16] . In our study, the characterization of research can also be seen as study quality assessment. It was done separately for each factor in each paper. However, we did not use the results of the characterization of research for excluding studies with lower quality, because the purpose was to achieve as broad coverage of papers as possible regardless of their quality.
We piloted a detailed, paper-level, overall study quality evaluation using nine criteria based on those used in [8] . The criteria seemed to be very relevant, but similarly to [8] , we found their quantitative evaluation difficult, which led to low inter-rater agreement. The difficulty, the required effort, and our focus on characterizing the research on the factor level led us to exclude this kind of study quality evaluation.
Data extraction 3.5.1. Data extraction process
All PP related data in each paper was classified according to the factors (Table 1 ) and the categories of the research properties ( Table 2) . Two additional categories were available to all properties. The unknown category was used if some data could not be extracted. The mixed category was used, if multiple categories applied equally.
Each paper was browsed either line-by-line or by searching the occurrences of word "pair" until some PP-related text was found. The latter way was used only for some of the papers that did not focus on PP and thereby discussed PP only in a small part of the paper. When relevant text was found, it was classified by creating a new factor instance in an Excel sheet. If more text on the same factor followed in the same paper, the same factor instance was refined.
We ignored general remarks such as "PP was good" or that PP was used for the "default case"; i.e., for programming activity and working whole tasks together. We also ignored text referring to other papers.
Special issues in extracting factor instances
If some text discussed explicitly the relationship between two factors, a separate factor instance was created for both factors. For example, text on the effect of task complexity on the productivity of PP is related to both productivity and targets of PP.
A factor that may often overlap with other factors is adoption of PP, because difficulties in, and aids and reasons for, it are typically closely related to other factors. If some text on some other factor than adoption also explicitly discussed the adoption point of view, it was extracted under adoption in addition to the particular factor. For example, text on a limited number of workstations as an aid for adopting PP created factor instances for both adoption and infrastructure.
Ensuring the consistency of the data
The development of the data extraction process involved lots of preparation and piloting. The first author read more than a hundred previously found PP papers to get an overview of their content. He also extracted data from a random sample of twenty papers. Piloting also involved another reviewer who extracted data from ten papers of the same sample. The main focus in piloting was ensuring that both reviewers identify the same factors from the papers and classify their properties equally.
During the review, the first author processed all papers. After extracting all data of a paper, he rechecked the data for correctness. After all the papers had been processed, he rechecked, one factor at a time, the relevance values of all instances of that factor to ensure the uniform usage of the relevance scale among the papers.
The second author processed a random sample of 17 papers; i.e., 11% of the 154 papers. The validation of the data extraction process was done by analyzing the differences between the authors in identifying and classifying the factor instances.
The first author identified 61 instances from the validation sample, and the second author 62 instances. Compared to the first author, the second author had identified nine new and 53 same instances, and missed eight instances. For four of the 53 same instances, the second author had classified the same piece of text under a different factor. The estimated errors in the identification and factor classification of the factor instances during the data extraction are summarized in Table 8 . The estimates are based on the validation sample. Because all the differences between the authors were related to instances having only fair relevance, we estimate that there are no errors related to the instances having higher than fair relevance. For the instances having fair relevance, we estimate that 1) the use of two reviewers for all papers would have increased the total number of identified instances by 14.8% (=9/61), and 2) for 7.6% (=4/53) of the instances their factor classification may be unreliable.
Regarding the classification of the instances into the research property categories, the authors differed only for at most a few percentages of the instances for each research property. Regarding the relevance classification the authors gave a different value for 28% of the instances, but in all cases only by one level.
Data analysis
We conducted both quantitative and qualitative analysis. The quantitative analysis analyzed the distributions of the paper and factor instance counts among the research property categories; and, for the instance counts, also the distributions among the factors. The qualitative analysis identified the studied aspects of PP and organized them as factors and concrete examples into our PP framework. It also described the most relevant studies related to each factor, and gaps in the research of each factor.
Results and Discussion
Here we answer all the research questions and also discuss the implications and possible explanations of the results. When possible, we compare our results to prior similar review studies in the SE domain. In contrast to many other systematic reviews, our searches were applied also to the full texts of the papers, and we had very loose criteria for including a paper. Therefore, it is likely that we included a larger proportion of all papers discussing the specific research topic, but our set of papers contains a higher proportion of papers with low quality. This must be noted in any comparison made. Section 4.1 presents the PP framework. Section 4.2 characterizes the PP research in general. Section 4.3 shows the state of research among the factors. Section 4.4 characterizes the research for each factor separately. In section 4.5 we propose further studies for filling the identified gaps in research.
PP framework
Here we answer RQ 1 by presenting the PP framework ( Table 9 ). The identified factors are organized under 6 themes and described using concrete examples from the included papers. The framework does not include relationships among the factors, such as task complexity affecting productivity.
The preparations for PP factors are related to the initial adoption of PP and also to the recurrent preparations required when performing PP. The environment factors involve the software and hardware infrastructure, and the encircling software development process with all its practices. The PP session factors are directly related to working in PP sessions. The developer factors are related to the properties of a developer. Feelings of PP is a separate factor due to its significance for PP even though it can be seen as a part of feelings of work. The utilization rate factors are related to the amount of using PP. Local amount means the use of PP within a single case, whereas prevalence refers to the extent that PP is generally used in various organizations. The main effects factors contain two of the most typically affected project attributes: productivity and quality. Other affected factors are included under the other themes.
Our framework includes all the aspects of PP from the existing PP frameworks [1, 9] with some changes in their naming and grouping. For example, the role of PP in decreasing software development risks is not a factor in our framework, because almost any benefit of PP can also be seen as a way to avoid some risk. Breaks and prevalence are new factors compared to the previous frameworks. Also, the examples in our framework include many additional or more detailed aspects of PP. However, our framework may still lack some relevant aspects of PP, because we scoped out papers from student context as well as theoretical and unscientific papers. [P87] , who decides [P145] , when decided [P145] . Assigning PP tasks: practices such as a pair chooses in daily meeting [P119] ; task ownership options such as individual/pair [P14] or owned by workstation [P80] ; task ownership problems such as no accountability [P49] . Scheduling PP: practices such as allocating time for PP [P145] , problems such as experts work alone before DLs [P54] , common time not found [P145] or working away from office [P141] , accuracy of estimating PP tasks [P144] . Degree of collaboration: whole task together (default case), a task is split and both work alone for a while [P54] , only one person works for a while [P94] , synchronization after working alone [P107] . Pair formation Initial pair formation: organized by managers [P145] , self-selected [P131] , ad-hoc [P28] , based on required skill set [P107] . Partner rotation: frequency [P14] , who continues an unfinished task [P14] . 
Characteristics of PP research in general
Here we answer RQ 2 by analyzing how the papers (Table 10 ) and factor instances (Total columns in Table 11 ) distribute among the categories of each research property. The categories were described in Table 2 .
For the sake of completeness, the numbers of factor instances are included also for the paper level research properties in Table 11 . The distributions of the papers and factor instances among the categories differ slightly because the factor instances do not distribute evenly among the papers. Below, we refer to the paper distributions when discussing the paper level research properties, and to factor instance distributions when discussing the factor level research properties.
The papers are listed in Appendix A, and they are referenced by P1-P154. The classifications of the papers according to the paper level research properties are listed in Appendix B a . Appendix C b contains all the instances.
In total we found 154 papers containing some relevant information on one or more factors. The median of the factor instances per paper is four and the maximum 15. The total number of the instances is 608. It does not include the instances, which were evaluated as poor in the relevance evaluation.
The total number of papers and instances can be considered as a rather large body of evidence. However, the situation is worse when the distribution of this data among the research property categories is considered as will be discussed below. The data did not reveal any particular reason for the decrease such as the ceasing of some previously active forum. Also, we ensured later that most of the publications from 2009 were already in the databases when we made the searches in January 2010. Thus, the decline is likely to indicate decreased research activity about PP.
Forum
The forum is journal for 27 papers (18%), and conference or workshop for 127 papers (82%). The most common forum is the XP conference (31 papers). Next comes the AGILE conference (19 papers), followed by its predecessors Agile Development Conference (10 papers) and XP Universe (10 papers). The fifth forum is IEEE Software (7 papers), and the remaining 51 forums each contain 1-4 papers. The proportion of journal papers is low considering that two other reviews in the SE domain that did not use any quality criteria in the study selection [2, 19] both report about 50% proportion of journal papers. The low proportion may indicate lower maturity of research compared to other SE topics. Furthermore, there does not seem to be any increase in the proportion of journal articles over time.
Another explanation may be that agile/XP focused forums are a natural place for publishing PP studies. However, there are no scientific agile/XP journals, but well-known agile/XP conferences exist, and they were among the most common forums.
Paper focus
The number of papers focusing on PP is 43 (28%). A further analysis of the other papers (72%) shows that 96% of them discuss agile software development from some point of view. Typically they discuss PP among the other practices of XP. Until 2003 PP was discussed almost only in such papers.
Papers not focusing on PP contain a smaller proportion of higher relevance factor instances, but excluding them would have decreased the total amount of instances considerably, including 19% loss of excellent or good instances. Therefore, ensuring their inclusion by applying the database searches to full texts was worth the effort.
Authors' role
In 72 papers (47%) all authors were external; i.e. did not work in the studied organization, even though in some of these papers external author(s) were present; e.g., as observers. In the other half of the papers (51%) there was an internal author involved.
In papers focusing on PP, all authors were much more often external (65%, i.e. 28 of 43 papers) than in the other papers (40%, i.e. 44 of 111 papers). In 91% (62 of 68) of the experience reports there was an internal author involved. Together with 27% (15 of 56) of the case studies, these two research approaches contributed all but one paper where there was an internal author involved.
We are not aware of other SLRs or mapping studies in the area of software engineering that report data about authors' role. From the viewpoint of study quality, the authors' role is a two-fold topic. On the one hand, deep involvement increases the authors' knowledge on the topic, but on the other hand, it may threaten objectivity.
Research approach
Experience report is the most common (44%), but least rigorous research approach, and over 90% of their instances have at most moderate relevance. An explanation for the high proportion of the experience reports may be the simplicity of writing them about PP or XP than about more complicated SE topics. The recent decrease in the proportion of experience reports may indicate decreasing interest of the practitioners to report their experiences on XP or PP anymore as the topics age.
However, a mapping study [11] that focused also on real-life data on a popular topic in industry (SCRUM in global software development) reports as high as 80% proportion of experience reports. In addition, it used certain quality criteria for paper inclusion.
Experiments are the most rigorous research approach, but their proportion is only 7% (11 papers). The situation is much better for the papers focusing on PP, where the proportion is 23%. Experiments are most frequently related to productivity and quality.
As high a proportion of experiments as 59% is reported in a PP SLR that focused on papers in student context [20] . Even though that study may have had stricter inclusion criteria considering it lacked an experience report category, the difference to our results is huge. Conducting experiments with professionals is naturally much more expensive and difficult than with students. However, the small increase in the proportion and absolute amount of experiments in recent years may indicate some maturation of the PP research.
Data collection method
Informal observation is clearly the most common data collection method, contributing 49% of the instances. It is used mainly in the experience reports. Rigorous observations contribute 14% of the instances, and are almost solely used in the case studies. Rigorous observations are clearly most often related to communication, but often also to pair formation, infrastructure and partners' roles.
Questionnaires contribute 15% of the instances, and are naturally very often used in the surveys, but also in the case studies. Interviews contribute 10% of the instances and are used in all research approaches except experiments. Measurements contribute 6% of the instances, mostly from the experiments and case studies, both contributing about half of the instances. Measurements are mostly about productivity, quality or local amount.
Discussion type and data type
The discussion type is descriptive for 87% and comparative for 13% of the instances. The comparative instances are clearly most frequently related to productivity and quality.
The data type is qualitative for 76% and quantitative for 20% of the instances. The quantitative instances are usually about productivity, local amount, prevalence or quality.
Study context
We included only papers discussing PP used by professional developers. Therefore, at least 83% of the papers came from a typical, industrial software development context, where the pairs 1) worked within a team larger than two developers 2) performed tasks related to a large project, and 3) developed the software for real use instead of it being an exercise. In 6% of the included papers none of these contextual aspects was reported.
In at least 70% of the papers, the subjects had PP experience i.e., at least 2/3 of them had more than 40 hours of PP experience by the end of the study. In 25% of the papers PP experience was not reported or implicitly obvious. This deficiency calls for improvement, because PP experience can be an important context factor. We are not aware of other SLRs or mapping studies in software engineering domain that report data about the subjects' experience of the studied method or tool.
The experiments differed from the other studies. They were mostly conducted with novice pair programmers working as isolated pairs who performed isolated tasks not related to software to be delivered. This indicates the cost and difficulties in making experiments in realistic, industrial contexts.
Summary
For all research properties, the proportions of instances in categories indicating higher relevance research such as journal papers (15%), quantitative data (20%), comparative discussion (13%) and data collected using measurement (6%) or rigorous observation (14%) are low. The high proportion of experience reports produced lots of instances in the lower relevance categories such as qualitative data (87%), descriptive discussion (77%) and informal observation (49%). However, the absolute amount of higher relevance research is also rather low, and it focuses mainly to a few factors only.
State of research among the factors
Here we answer RQ 3 by analyzing the relative state of research among the factors based on the state of research index (see sec. 2.3.3). The index varies a lot among the factors (Table 12 ). The distribution of the instances is biased towards the lower relevance categories, and half of the factors have no excellent instances. Communication ranks first, mostly due to many higher-relevance instances originating from the use of rigorous observation as the data collection method. However, five high-relevance instances are based on only two data sets that were analyzed from somewhat different viewpoints in five papers (see section 4.4.3) .
The next factors in the ranking, knowledge of work, productivity and quality, are related to the expected benefits of PP [22] . Therefore, their high ranking is not a surprise. Knowledge of work ranks high due to the high number of instances, even though they are generally of low relevance. Productivity and quality rank high mostly because they have been studied using experiments that produce high relevance instances. Local amount ranks next probably because it is rather easy to measure effort spent on PP quantitatively.
In the middle pack of the ranking there are many factors that are related to the context in which PP is used such as targets of PP, partner combinations, pair formation, and infrastructure. As stated in [10] , context factors may have an important role in the realization of the effects of PP. Therefore, increasing research on them would be justified.
Developer's characteristics, breaks, and development process rank lowest. Not a single paper provides excellent or good instances for developer's characteristics. These factors are quite detailed aspects of PP, which may explain their low ranking.
Characteristics of the research per factor
Here we characterize the research separately for each factor using three viewpoints: 1) number of high relevance instances (RQ 4.1), 2) overview of the studies behind the most relevant instances (RQ 4.2), 3) main gaps in research (RQ 5) .
There are 15 papers that contain excellent or good instances of at least two factors. These papers are summarized in Table 13 and only referred under all the related factors. The complete list of papers containing instances of each factor is in Appendix C c .
Preparations for PP
Adoption ranks 6th according to the state-of-research index with no excellent and four good instances. Two good instances are surveys with almost a hundred respondents in each. The first [P101] reports data about the level of difficulty of adopting XP practices including PP. The second [P125] (Table 13) reports frequencies of reasons for not adopting PP. The third good instance is the case study [P145] (Table 13 ) about the adoption of PP. Fourth is an experience report that discusses obstacles and advice for adopting PP in an XP team that resisted the adoption of PP [P128] .
Two moderate instances contain data comparing the difficulty of adopting PP to some other practices [P143,P72] . The other instances are mainly short, qualitative and descriptive remarks about certain problems faced and tactics used in individual cases.
The main gap in research is the lack of measured or rigorously observed instances about any aspect of adoption such as required learning time or potential difficulties. Also, there are only three comparative instances, of which two [P68,P85] compare mandatory and voluntary adoption, and third [P145] analyzes more variations in the adoption.
Managing PP ranks 10th with no excellent and two good instances. The first good instance [P14] (Table 13) analyzes variations in task ownership (individual vs. team) and task assignment (assigned vs. chosen, or assigned just-in-time vs. per iteration) regarding their effects to productivity. The second [P145] (Table 13 ) identified problems and solutions in organizing PP, and inquired developers' feelings of organizing PP.
Almost all the other instances are descriptive, qualitative and from case studies or experience reports. Typically they discuss briefly how some aspect of task management was done such as assigning tasks to pairs in a daily meeting, or what problems occurred, such as scheduling and resourcing problems.
The main gap in research is that there are no measured instances of any aspect of managing PP such as the effect of PP on task effort estimation accuracy. Also, there are only two comparative [P14,P38] and one quantitative instance [P38] . In [P38] the studied aspect was the degree of collaboration, which meant working alone vs. together after some preparation for coding work had been done together.
c Appendix C is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.6084/m9.figshare.801065 Table 13 . Papers with several excellent or good instances.
Paper Description Factors

P7, P148
An experiment where 295 hired consultants performed artificial programming tasks for eight hours. In [P7] differences between PP and SP in effort and quality were studied using task complexity and partner combinations as moderating factors. In [P148] the effects of personality combinations on communication were analyzed for 44 of the pairs.
productivity, quality, targets [P7] ; communication [P148] ; partner combinations [P7,P148] P12 A survey at Microsoft answered by 492 persons. The papers report the past, current or intended use of PP. The responses of 106 developers, who had used PP, were analyzed regarding the benefits and problems of PP, and attributes of good PP partners and teams.
feelings of PP, prevalence P14 A case study of a 6-11 person team that lasted several one-week iterations.
Variations in task ownership, task assignment and pair rotation frequency were studied regarding their effects to productivity ("velocity"). productivity, quality P104 An experiment where 15 subjects performed a task related to their work lasting about half an hour and using either PP or SP.
productivity, quality P121 An experiment where 16 developers developed a small system during a day using either PP or SP. The effect of partners' experience combination on roleswitching frequency was studied as well as the differences between PP and SP regarding productivity and effort spent for various activities.
partners' roles, productivity P125 A survey of 42 organizations on agile methods. Covers topics such as whether they knew or used PP, benefits of PP, and why PP was not adopted.
adoption, prevalence
P144, P145
A two-year-long case study in an organization. Consecutive surveys for dozens of developers were done. In [P145] trends in the amount of PP and in developers' feelings on PP, its organization and infrastructure were analyzed. Issues and tactics in adoption were discussed. In [P144] , developers' perceptions on the effects of PP on numerous topics were surveyed.
feelings of work, knowl. of work, dev. process, targets [P144] ; adoption, feelings of PP, infrastructure, local amount, managing PP [P145] Pair formation ranks 9th with no excellent, one good and 15 moderate instances. The good instance [P14] (see Table 13 ) analyzes variations in both the partner rotation frequency (1 hour-3 days) and who continues with a task regarding their effects to productivity. The variations in who continues were: 1) a member of the initial pair until the task was ready; 2) the person having worked a shorter time with the task.
The moderate instances, typically from case studies or experience reports, discuss qualitatively, sometimes even quite broadly, how and when pairs were formed and how often pairs were rotated in individual cases.
The main gap in research is that there are no measured instances, and there are only two instances of comparative data [P14,P143] both of which study the partner rotation aspect. The aspects related to initial pair formation such as planned formation organized by managers vs. developers vs. ad-hoc formation, lack totally any good studies.
Targets ranks 7th with one excellent and two good instances. The excellent instance [P7] (Table 13 ) analyzed the effect of task complexity on the effort and quality differences between PP and SP. The first good instance [P21] (Table 13 ), compared the amount of communication during activities of different complexity such as writing new code, testing, and debugging. The second [P144] (Table 13 ) inquired developers' opinions on suitable amount of PP for various activities.
Most of the other instances are short, descriptive, qualitative remarks from individual cases discussing types of activities or tasks for which PP was used.
As listed above, there are already some good studies, and they have shown that this factor is a significant context factor of PP. However, there are still gaps in research, e.g. in studying also other activities than programming, and considering different task characteristics including even the constituent nuances of task complexity in more detail.
Environment
Infrastructure ranks 13th with no excellent, one good and 10 moderate instances. The good instance [P145] (Table 13 ) discusses infrastructure related challenges, some solutions to them, and changes in developers' feelings of the PP infrastructure before and after certain changes.
The moderate instances mostly describe physical infrastructure such as office layout, desks, and workstations used in an organization. Sometimes a short evaluation of their effect to performing PP is included. Many of the fair instances briefly mention noise from practicing PP in the open office as either disturbing noise or useful information.
The main gap in research is that there are no measured or quantitative instances of any aspects of infrastructure such as the amount of the utilization of two keyboards or two workstations, or amount of noise from PP. Also, there are only two comparative instances [P145,P91] of which [P145] analyzes variations in several aspects of infrastructure and [P91] variations in table types.
Development process ranks 16th with no excellent and one good instance. The good instance [P144] (Table 13 ) analyzed the effect of PP to the discipline with work practices and the amount of refactoring. Most of the other instances are qualitative and descriptive, and based on informal observations from experience reports or case studies. They are mostly related to PP's effect to increasing concentration to work, to increasing discipline on following other work practices, and to dependencies with PP and some other practice.
The main gap in research is that there is only one instance [P62] having measurement as the data collection method and only three quantitative instances [P144,P38,P62] . In these the studied aspects included discipline with work practices in general [P144] , discipline with TDD [P62] , and the creation of test cases vs. brainstorming as a preceding activity for PP [P38] . There is no good data on aspects such as the effect of PP on concentration on work, following coding standard or usefulness of separate code reviews.
PP session
Partner combinations ranks 8th with two excellent and one good instance. The first excellent instance [P7] (Table 13) analyzed the effects of different partner combinations on the effort and quality differences between PP and SP. The pairs were formed from two seniors, two intermediates or two juniors. The second [P148] (Table 13) analyzed for 44 pairs of the same experiment the effect of personality combinations on the content and amount of communication. The good instance [P24] (Table 13 ) analyzed the effect of partners' PP experience combinations to communication.
A few moderate instances contain quantitative data of, e.g., frequencies of using various experience combinations. The remaining instances are mostly short, qualitative and descriptive remarks from individual cases discussing what combinations were used, and positive and negative comments on the various combinations.
There is only one instance [P47] having measurement as the data collection method. It measured the frequency of different skill combinations in a project team. However, the main gap in research is related to getting comparative data of all potentially relevant aspects of developers' characteristics and knowledge combinations and their effect to the outcomes of PP. The available seven comparative instances cover only a small subset of potentially relevant combinations and outcomes.
Partners' roles ranks 10th with two excellent and three good instances. One excellent [P20] and two good [P21,P24] instances from the same study (Table 13 ) analyzed the effect of partner's role on the amount of communication on different abstraction levels. The second excellent instance [P28] (Table 13 ) analyzed the existence of roles. The third good instance [P121] (Table 13 ) analyzed the effect of partners' experience combinations to role switching frequency.
The only moderate instance [P144] (Table 13 ) reports the proportion of developers switching roles during PP sessions. The fair instances are mostly short, qualitative and descriptive remarks from individual cases discussing whether there were some roles between the partners, and if so, did the partners switch roles.
There is only one instance [P121] having measurement as the data collection method. It measured the effect of work experience on role switching frequency. There is no measured data on, e.g. the ratio of keyboard possession between the partners. The main gap in research is related to getting comparative data on, e.g., role switching frequency or keyboard possession proportions on productivity, quality, and developer's knowledge.
Communication ranks first with four excellent and five good instances. All excellent and good instances discuss the amount and content of communication [P20,P21,P24,P28,P39,P44,P45,P120,P148] including the effects of partner's personality [P148] or role [P20,P21,P24] to communication.
For six of these nine instances, dozens of hours of communication between partners was audio/video recorded and analyzed from several pairs. However, in [P120] and [P44,P45] only a few hours from one pair was recorded or analyzed. In all papers by Bryant et al. [P20, P21, P24] and in [P148] transcribed communication items were classified and analyzed quantitatively; e.g., as numbers of items per abstraction level. In [P20,P21,P24,P28,P120] developers were observed in their daily work, whereas in [P39,P44,P45,P148] developers performed artificial tasks.
The other instances were mostly of fair relevance, descriptive, qualitative, short remarks related to observations of or guidelines for content of communication or relationship between the partners.
The main gap in research is the lack of comparative data on the effect of the amount and content of communication to productivity, quality and developer's knowledge.
Breaks ranks 17th with one excellent and no good instances. The excellent instance [P29] analyzed 40 hours of observation data from an organization considering three types of work interruptions: intrusions, distractions and breaks. The number and duration of interruptions were compared between two development teams of which only one used PP. All the other instances are descriptive, and nine of them qualitative.
The main gaps in research are the lack of more data similar to [P29] , and in studying also other aspects of breaks such as the effect of refreshing breaks for productivity and quality considering the potential exhaustiveness of PP.
Developer
Feelings of PP ranks 15th with no excellent and two good instances. In the first good instance [P12] (Table 13) , 106 respondents evaluated on a 5-point agreement scale whether PP "works well" for them, their partner, their team and their larger group. The second [P145] (Table 13) analyzed developers' preconceptions and changing feelings of PP compared to SP, the effect of work experience on feelings of PP, and the feelings of PP when working as the more or less skillful partner.
Two moderate instances [P52,P114] report percentages of developers who liked PP more than SP. All the other instances are short, descriptive and qualitative remarks from individual cases that often mention some developer's resistance to or enjoyment of PP.
The main gap in research is the scarcity of comparative data where developers who have plenty of PP and SP experience would evaluate their feelings of PP.
Feelings of work ranks 14th with no excellent and two good instances. In the first good instance [P145] (Table 13) 22 developers were queried about the effect of using PP vs. SP on team spirit and enjoyment of work. The second [P8] reports based on interviews in an organization many aspects of feelings of work that were affected by PP. The remaining instances are mostly short, qualitative and descriptive remarks from individual cases discussing, e.g., exhaustiveness of PP or effects of PP to team spirit.
Similar to feelings of PP, the main gap in research is the scarcity of comparative data where developers having plenty of experience of both solo and pair programming would evaluate the effect of PP on the numerous aspects of feelings of work.
Knowledge of work ranks 2nd with no excellent, one good, but as many as 64 instances in total. The good instance [P144] (Table 13 ) reports perceived effects of PP vs. SP regarding the changes in learning about developed software, development tools, work practices, refactoring old code, and new technologies. Most of the other instances discuss improvements in learning some aspects of work, but mention it only briefly and without basing the claims on any collected data.
The main gap in research is the lack of instances having measurement as the data collection method. Measuring changes in various aspects of knowledge of work should not even be too difficult, but plenty of studies are needed to fill all the gaps related to studying the potential effects of the numerous context factors of PP on them.
Developer's characteristics ranks 18th; i.e., last with no excellent, no good, and three moderate instances. A few moderate instances identified attributes of good partners based on surveys. Other instances only briefly mention some relevant attributes of developers.
There are many gaps in research. There are no instances having measurement or rigorous observation as the data collection method, and no comparative instances. Thus there is no good data about the suitability of PP for certain types of persons better than for some other persons. Of some potentially relevant aspects, such as the age or gender of a developer, there are not even instances of lesser quality.
Utilization rate
Local amount ranks 4th with three excellent and three good instances. Two of the excellent instances [P33,P47] analyze data from the same case study, where the amount of PP by 16 developers was measured using a nonintrusive software tool for several months. They also analyze the relationship between the work experience and the amount of PP. In third [P145] (see Table 13 ), the realized and desired amount of PP as hours per month was asked using four repeated surveys during a two year time period.
Three good instances are case studies that report the amount of PP as proportions of all work per iteration or release. In [P143] and [P65] (see Table 13 ) the developers reported effort data on task sheets, and in [P151] PP proportion was evaluated both objectively based on code headers and subjectively by developers in a survey.
All eight moderate instances provide quantitative data from individual cases typically regarding proportion of PP of all work. The fair instances are typically short, qualitative and descriptive remarks on using PP; e.g., for all production code or whenever possible.
The main gap in research is the lack of measured, comparative data on the effect of PP proportion of the task or project level effort on the productivity, quality and developer's knowledge.
Prevalence ranks 10th with two excellent and five good instances. The first excellent instance is a survey [P124] where the usage level of various SCRUM and XP practices including PP on a 5-point scale was enquired. The respondents were 35 projects from 13 different European embedded software development organizations. The second [P125] (Table 13 ) enquired where 42 Austrian organizations whether they knew and used PP.
Two good instances from the survey in [P12] and [P13] (Table 13 ) report: 1) the current or intended use for PP and other practices on a 5-point scale [P13] and 2) number of respondents having used PP in the past or using it in the current project [P12] . The third is a survey by Hofer [P63] , who asked 70 small Austrian enterprises whether they were using PP now or planning to use it. The fourth is a survey [P92] reporting answers from 112 organizations (only 5.7% response rate) about the implementation of XP practices on a 4-point scale. Fifth is a survey [P35] about 104 projects world-wide that provides comparative data about the prevalence among four geographical areas. All the other instances inquired the use of PP on a binary yes/no scale.
There are already several surveys on the prevalence of PP. An improvement over the existing studies would be to think more carefully the scale used when surveying the extent of PP use in the companies. Based on the previous surveys it is very difficult to say how large a proportion of development work in each company is done as pairs.
Main effects
Productivity ranks third with one excellent and four good instances. The excellent instance [P7] (Table 13 ) compared the effort required to perform tasks correctly between PP and SP considering also the effects of task complexity and pair's experience level. Three good instances [P104,P121,P96] , (Table 13) are from experiments with at most a few dozen subjects who performed tasks lasting at most a day using PP or SP. Fourth [P65] (Table 13 ) compared lines of code per hour between PP and SP.
There are many other instances with quantitative, comparative data from case studies, surveys or experiments that has been collected by measurement or questionnaires. However, their data originates from only one project or one pair, and in some cases data is only based on perceptions of subjects instead of direct measurement of productivity.
Despite of the rather large amount of good research data there are still gaps in research to be filled. There are numerous context variables, e.g., many aspects of targets of PP or developer's characteristics, whose effect on productivity has not been studied adequately or at all. Also, the experiments have involved tasks lasting only a few hours meaning that their results may not apply to long-term project level productivity. Sometimes the subjects have not had experience of PP, which combined with short tasks means comparing solo programmers with programmers who are only learning PP.
Quality ranks fourth with one excellent and three good instances. The excellent instance [P7] (Table 13 ) compared the proportion of correct solutions between PP and SP. The first good instance [P104] (Table 13 ) compared the readability and functionality of the resulting code between PP and SP. In [P96] (Table 13 ) the number of resubmissions until the correct answer was reached was compared between PP and SP. In [P65] (Table 13 ) coding standard deviations, comment ratio and defect density between PP vs. SP were evaluated.
There are a couple other experiments and surveys with moderate instances, and many with fair instances. The fair instances are typically short, qualitative remarks based on informal observation of improvements in some quality aspects.
The same gaps in research mentioned above under productivity apply also to quality. In addition, as quality is a more multifaceted factor than productivity, there are aspects of quality that have not been studied well such as quality of design.
Further studies for filling identified gaps in research
Below we propose how the most relevant gaps in research could be filled (RQ 6) . Based on the criteria presented in section 2.3.4, we selected four factors for which we give recommendations for further studies. They are development process, targets, developer's characteristics, and feelings of work.
Development process
The development process factor is a moderately broad topic containing aspects related both to general discipline with following the agreed process and to various dependencies between PP and other work practices. It has practical relevance as PP is not going to be used in industry if it interferes with many of the current practices. Experience reports contain lots of tentative data on process conformance and various dependencies. However, advanced studies are missing, and therefore development process ranked very low in the state of research ranking.
There is only one PP study reporting measured data related to development process. In that study [P62] the TDD conformance was analyzed using a sophisticated TDD analysis framework. Differences in TDD conformance were compared only between different types of pairs regarding PP experience. The same experimental design could be used to study differences in TDD conformance between pairs and individuals.
The design of the largest and most rigorous PP experiment so far [P7] could also be used to study some aspects of process conformance by requiring the use of TDD or some other practice by the subjects, and then measuring the conformance. Actually, this aspect could have been studied with only minimal additional arrangement costs in the original experiment without affecting its other research questions. Also the measurement and analysis costs do not need to be high at least for practices such as TDD, unit test coverage or coding standard, whose conformance can be automatically measured from the source code. Thus, future studies of PP should consider such arrangement as it would greatly help our knowledge of the interplay of the development practices with minimal cost.
If the required work practices were varied between subjects, e.g. PP + TDD vs. PP + no TDD, the same design could be used to study the dependencies between PP and other practices. The number of possible dependencies is huge, but comments from experience reports could be used as a basis for choosing which dependencies are worth studying.
A case study [P144] reports comparative data on process conformance from a case study based on the perceived effects of the developers collected using surveys. Such data is easy to collect from any case study and would still be among the most reliable data available as long as no new experiments or case studies with measurement on process conformance are conducted.
Targets
The targets factor is a rather concise topic referring to the activities and situations for which PP is used, and to the characteristics of these targets. Most of the previous studies have focused on studying the programming activity. However, any other activity such as specification, design or testing could be studied in a similar way, if only activity specific quality metrics were used. One could argue that studying PP in the context of design would make more sense than for programming because the design quality has longer lasting effect to future development efforts than the source code, and because the design needs to be communicated to team members more often than details of the source code.
The effect of programming task complexity was considerable in the experiment [P7] , which compared two tasks of different complexity. However, it is still impossible to say whether there is a linear relationship between task complexity and effects of PP or, e.g., some threshold after which PP becomes beneficial. Further studies could use a larger range of tasks, and also consider in more detail possible dimensions of task complexity. For example, in [P7] , the difference in task complexity meant changing an application with a centralized control-style (easy) or one with a delegated control-style (difficult), which is only one very specific situation without a theoretical explanation of how and why the complexity of such tasks was different.
Studying the various situations, for which PP has been proposed to be beneficial, such as when a new developer joins a team, or when starting a new project, requires long studies. However, a study could, e.g. measure the changes in productivity, quality and knowledge of new and old developers over a longer period of time, after several new developers have joined an existing development team at the same time. Some of the new developers would pair with each other, some with old developers and some work alone.
Developer's characteristics
The developer's characteristics factor covers aspects such as personality, self-esteem, communications skills and nationality of an individual developer. It is an important factor as there may well be certain types of developers for whom PP is an especially good or bad practice. It is the least rigorously studied factor lacking any good data.
There is already a good study [P148] that analyzed the effect of partners' personality combinations on pair collaboration. However, the data from that study and all other PP studies should be analyzed considering the effects of the characteristics of the individual developers for the performance of a pair, in addition to the partner combination point of view. There are also characteristics with no studies at all such as age or gender.
Feelings of work
The feelings of work factor covers aspects such as team spirit, enjoyment of work, and exhaustiveness of work. These aspects are important as such but are also likely to affect the productivity of software development in the long run. Measuring such aspects typically needs to be based on the subjective opinions of the developers with a possible exception regarding physiological measurements of the exhaustiveness of work.
The subjective opinions have been rigorously collected only in one study [P144] even though such data could be easily collected in any case study. Acquiring most reliable subjective data would require that the developers have a good possibility to compare the solo and pair programming settings. For example, a setting where developers are inquired before and after there has been change in the use of PP, or one where the developers work both in PP and solo programming teams in the same organization.
Threats to Validity
The main threats to the validity of our results are related to: 1) the completeness of including all relevant papers and 2) the robustness of the classification system that forms the basis of the data analysis.
Completeness of the included papers
We claim that the completeness of including all relevant papers is very high within the defined scope, and thus our results based on the included papers can be generalized to represent the state of all the empirical, industrial PP research published in scientific journals and conferences. The completeness is based on the following aspects of our study. Firstly, we had a very careful search and paper selection process including 1) searching as many as seven databases, 2) manually looking through relevant proceedings missing from the databases, 3) checking the reference lists of the included papers, and 4) applying database searches on the full text of the papers when possible. Our analysis of the papers found from the different databases revealed that the three smallest databases no more provided any additional papers over the four largest databases. Secondly, the reference lists of the included papers revealed only four papers that were not already found by our other searches. Thirdly, we validated that our searches found all the papers in our existing, manually collected, large set of PP papers. Fourthly, the paper selection process was applied to 5% of hits by another reviewer. The inter-rater agreement between the reviewers was high indicating very low incorrect exclusion of relevant papers.
We excluded papers that were not published in scientific journals, conferences or workshops, and papers that were not written in English. It meant excluding some relevant material, but not much because we found only a few references in the included papers to this kind of material, such as theses or other books. We excluded studies conducted in student context or in fields other than software development, and therefore we do not attempt to say anything about them based on our study.
Robustness of the classification system
The robustness of the classification system includes: 1) the completeness of identifying all factors of PP, and 2) the reliability of the classification system (factors, research property categories and relevance categories). Deciding how to classify and categorize data may be one of the major problems in a mapping study [5] . We chose to tackle this problem by spending lots of effort for piloting various classification schemes for small subsets of papers until we were satisfied.
The completeness of identifying all factors has limitations, because all potentially relevant factors are not necessarily covered in the included papers. For example, studies in student context have mentioned additional, industrially relevant aspects of PP such as developer's gender [21] . Theoretical papers or unscientific material may also propose relevant aspects. However, being familiar also with such materials, we are not aware of any major aspects of PP that would not fit under the existing factors in our framework.
The reliability of the classification system was validated by having two authors process the same 11% sample of the papers. Based on the validation we estimate that 14.8% of the instances escaped our attention and for 7.6% of the instances the authors classified the same data under different factors. However, both types of errors were always related to instances having only fair relevance.
For all the research property categories, the inter-rater agreement was high as expected because their classification is a very objective and mechanical task. However, for relevance, the subjective classification varied between the reviewers for every third instance, but always only by one category level. Having a mathematical formula for calculating the relevance from the research properties would remove this error. However, subjective evaluation based on heuristics allows a sanity check and a possibility to consider viewpoints that are not easy to put into an explicit formula, which after all also has the subjective element in the form of some arbitrary weights given to the various research properties and their categories.
Other threats to validity
There can be many different opinions on how to characterize the research of a particular SE topic, and how to compare the state of research among factors. We chose to characterize each study using a certain set of commonly used research properties, and in addition gave an overall relevance value based on the research properties in order to facilitate quantitative comparison of the state of research among factors. In the state of research index we chose to give exponentially more value to data that has higher relevance. The index has weaknesses, when used for ranking the factors, e.g., regarding the varying "size" of the factors or regarding weighting the relevance of instances from different papers based on the same dataset.
The first author of this study had vested interests in the results as he has published several papers on PP. His familiarity with the PP research increased the probability of finding all relevant papers and decreased the review effort. However, it may have caused some bias, e.g., the PP framework may reflect the content of his studies on PP.
Conclusions and Future Work
Conclusions
This paper characterized the PP research in the industry based on a systematic mapping study of scientific, empirical papers about PP in the industry. The study was unusually broad considering the completeness of searching relevant, scientific papers; e.g., through applying the searches to full texts of papers instead of only metadata. It is also an unusually deep mapping study considering the thoroughness of analyzing the content of the included papers. The main contributions are: 1) the created PP framework (sec. 4.1), 2) the characterization of the previous industrial PP research in general and per factor, (sec. 0-4.4), 3) the identification of gaps in research (sec. 4.4) and concrete recommendations for filling the most relevant gaps (sec. 4.5).
We identified numerous aspects of PP that we grouped under 18 factors of PP. Compared to the previous PP frameworks, we present two new factors, prevalence of PP and PP session breaks, and many detailed examples of additional aspects of PP under each of the 18 factors.
Only 27 of the 154 papers (18%) were published in journals, and only 13 of the 154 papers (7%) were experiments. The proportion of the least reliable studies; i.e., experience reports was as high as 44% producing lots of data into the research property categories with lower relevance of research such as informal observation or descriptive data. The amounts of data in the high relevance categories such as quantitative data, comparative discussion, measurement and rigorous observation are from zero to a few instances for the majority of the factors.
Communication, knowledge of work, productivity and quality, are the best studied factors. Developer's characteristics, breaks and development process are the least studied ones. For half of the 18 factors there were no papers containing data that had excellent relevance. This was mainly because, for many factors, there are very few or no instances in the high relevance research property categories.
We identified many gaps in the PP research in industry. We gave recommendations for further primary studies on four factors for which further studies would be most valuable. These factors include development process, targets, developer's characteristics, and feelings of work. In many cases, if the researchers of the previous primary studies would have known the gaps in research, they could have extended their study design and data collection to cover them with only small additional costs. In the future, this systematic mapping study helps to avoid missing such opportunities.
We conclude that there is still plenty of research to be done on the use of PP in the industry. Our PP framework helps the PP researchers and practitioners consider broadly the relevant factors of PP. The identification of the most relevant papers of each factor allows the researchers quickly find the relevant previous research and build their further research upon them. Finally, the identification of the gaps in the PP research in the industry allows the researchers to focus further PP studies to fill these gaps.
Future work
The same review protocol can be applied to PP papers from the student context. With small modifications to the protocol it could be applied to other than empirical PP papers. These extensions to the scope would mean extracting data from about 250 further papers that were already identified. Including nonscientific material would allow finding more gaps in research by listing all claims made of PP and then comparing it to what has been studied. For the largest part the protocol could be used for making a mapping study on any SE topic as long as a topic specific framework is built.
A further study could compare methods for evaluating the relevance of research of the previous studies. We used heuristic evaluations applied to objective research property data. Another method would be to use some objective formula based on some subjective, fixed weighting of the research property data. Which method would provide the most similar ranking to one resulting from a group of PP researchers thoroughly reading a set of papers about a PP factor and ranking them without any guidelines?
Our data also allows further analysis of the state of the PP research in the industry. For example, the degree of basing further research on top of previous work could be evaluated by counting how large proportion of the most relevant papers discussing the studied factors is referenced in the later papers.
Appendix A. Included Papers
